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Job Title: Native Title Anthropologist  
Classification: PO2/SPO 
Position No:  A27 and A08 
Branch: Anthropology  
Section: Land and Law 
Reports to: Native Title Claims Coordinator  
Date: July 2021 

 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE  
1. Coordinate and assist in the preparation of Land Council’s documentation and responses for new and 

ongoing Native Title Determination Applications (NTDA). 
2. Provide advice and assistance on anthropological matters in relation to the NLC’s native title practice 

including pre and post-determination NTA and future acts. 
 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Undertake with Anthropological research including desktop and field research into the Native Title 

Rights and interests of claimant groups within the NLC’s jurisdiction to ensure regional consistency 
and future-proof claims. 

2. Prepare anthropological advice about Native Title Holders and potential Native Title Holders to 
support the NLC’s native title practice including pre-determination, post determination and future 
acts practice.  

3. Coordinate and manage research work by anthropological staff and consultants into the Native Title 
rights and interests of Aboriginal groups within the NLC’s jurisdiction within required timeframes. 

4. Review and Analyse connection reports prepared by consultant anthropologists and provide advice 
and feedback to the authors and relevant NLC staff.   

5. Prepare and monitor project budgets in liaison with relevant Native Title project staff, primarily the 
Native Title Claims Coordinator and the Native Title legal officer, to ensure compliance with relevant 
policies and procedures.   

6. Monitor and ensure that documents prepared for submission to the court and to respondent parties 
comply with required guidelines. This includes liaison with GIS and other professional staff in the 
preparation of additional documents (maps and genealogies) as required.  

7. Undertake all work in a safe manner and report any maintenance requirements, hazards, accidents, 
injuries or incidents in accordance with NLC policy to ensure all risks are mitigated appropriately.  

 
ESSENTIAL SELECTION CRITERIA 
1. Significant demonstrated knowledge, understanding and respect of Indigenous Australian culture, 

customs and society including the current social issues and their impact on aboriginal people in the 
Northern Territory. 

2. Minimum Honours degree in anthropology or related discipline; or demonstrable, applied experience 
in a similar industry/ context.  

3. A good working knowledge or the ability to rapidly acquire of the Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act 
1976, Native Title Act 1993 and Northern Territory Sacred Sites Act 1989, in relation to the statutory 
functions of the NLC. 

4. Excellent research, analytical and data sourcing skills with the ability to prepare high quality reports, 
correspondence and other submissions.  



5. Demonstrated ability to work effectively within a dedicated team including the ability to meet 
deadlines and work under pressure. 

6. Current “C” class licence, capacity and willingness to work in regional and remote areas for extended 
periods. 

7. Organisational and administrative skills of a high order, including excellent interpersonal, verbal and 
written communication skills, with the ability to manage projects, prioritise work and meet 
deadlines. 

8. Ability to communicate with Aboriginal people including negotiation, consultation and/or mediation 
skills. 

 
DESIRABLE SELECTION CRITERIA (if applicable) 
9. Ethnographic and field based research experience with Aboriginal People.  
10. Demonstrated experience in managing budgets, projects and reports. 

 
 

Note: Significant travel to remote areas using 4WD vehicles is involved so possession of a “C” class drivers licence and 
ability to safely drive 4WD drive vehicles is essential 

 

I hereby acknowledge that I have read and agree to fulfil, to the best of my abilities, the above-listed duties and 
responsibilities:  

     

Signature of Employee  Print Name  Date 

 
Note: From time to time, it may be necessary to amend this position description in response to the changing nature of 
our work environment. Such change may be initiated as necessary by the Manager of this position or as part of the 
Performance Development process. Any change will be made in consultation with the incumbent.  

 
Approval 

Position Name Date Approved 

People & Culture Manager  Melanie Espuis 02/09/2021 

 
 


